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K ITCHEN AND BATHROOM DESIGN 
WILL  NE VER BE THE SAME.

INTRODUCING LUSTROLITE.



Lustrolite® is an award winning high gloss acrylic wall panel. It’s the 

perfect material to create stunning bathrooms, shower walls, and 

kitchen splashbacks.

Lustrolite is a replacement to tiles and looks like back painted glass. 

With a special hard coated top layer for extra scratch and chemical 

resistance, cleaning and maintaining your Lustrolite is nearly effortless.

 Brilliant mirror reflection 

high gloss finish

 Installs 3 × faster than tiles

  price of installing glass walls

 Effortless to clean, thanks to 

its advanced scratch resistant 

hard coating

 Can be cut and drilled with 

normal power tools (circular 

saws, jigsaws, planers)

 Half the weight of glass, but 

25 × stronger, making handling 

and installation easy

 Adheres straight over 

existing tiles or waterproof 

board, making it perfect for 

renovations!

 Fantastic for hygiene – 

Lustrolite eliminates the need 

for grout, and its smooth 

surface won’t harbor the build 

up of mould and bacteria

WHO CAN INSTALL 

LUSTROLITE FOR ME?

 Builders 

 Carpenters

 Plumbers 

 Cabinet Makers



Glacier

Mocha

Carbon

Arctic

Blue Atoll

Rouge

Titan

LUSTROLITE IS AVAILABLE IN 

SEVEN STUNNING COLOURS



Environment

Lustrolite is a modern, recyclable 

material, created to have as minimal 

impact on the environment as possible. 

Lustrolite panels are inert, and don’t 

release any emissions during use.

No Volatile Organic Compounds 

(VOCs) are produced in the advanced 

Lustrolite manufacturing process.

Edges

The edges of Lustrolite can be sanded 

and polished, or fitted with a range of 

Lustrolite Edge Profiles.

Lustrolite Edge Profiles are made from 

high quality Brushed Aluminium.

Cleaning

Lustrolite is easy to keep clean using 

warm soapy water and a microfibre 

cloth, chamois, or squeegee.

Its hygienic, non-stick surface will not 

harbor the build up of mould, bacteria, 

soap or calcium. Due to the large 

panel sizes, grout usage is eliminated.

Scratch Resistance

A high performance hard coat on the 

outer surface provides high scratch 

and chemical resistance, and affords 

effortless cleaning.

Lustrolite will not scratch, crack, 

warp, stain or discolour from normal 

residential use.

Panel Sizes

Lustrolite is 4mm thick, and available in 

a range of panel sizes convenient for 

splashbacks, bathrooms and walls:

2700 × 760mm
2070 

×  
1250

2440 
×  

1000

Above: The four Edge Profile types.

Below: Mocha and Arctic with 

Brushed Aluminium 

Edge Profiles.

10 YEAR  

LIMITED 

WARRANTY*



EGR Building Products Division
40 Machinery St, Darra, QLD 4076 Australia 

Phone: +617 3718 1100    Fax: +617 3217 0295 

Email: lustrolite-aus@egrgroup.com

EGR Lustrolite panels are designed and manufactured as a decorative finish for indoor use only. Lustrolite is designed to be attached on to a solid wall or structure in accordance 
with local building regulations and the Lustrolite Installation Guide. Lustrolite is not suitable for backlighting or for use as a structural building element. Images and colours should 

be used as a guide only. © 2015 / Patent Pending. Oakmoore Pty. Ltd. trading as EGR. ABN: 13 056 159 570 *10 Year Limited Warranty. The Lustrolite Warranty covers faulty 
materials only for a period of 10 years from the date of sale by EGR subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions contained within the entire warranty document. 0146_1503

Chemical Resistance

The following chemicals had no effect 

on the panel surface: Spray n’ Wipe®, 

Windex® Glass Cleaner, Acetic Acid 

5%, Citric Acid, Mineral Turpentine, 

Bleach or Isopropyl.

Transparency

Lustrolite is opaque – no light is 

transmitted through the rear colour 

layer. However, it can be effectively 

side or top lit.

The colour layer is permanently 

fused to the clear acrylic and will 

not separate. The colour layer is 

extremely stable and will not be 

affected by moisture.

Please Note

Lustrolite must be a minimum of 

50mm away from the edge of ceramic, 

electric and induction cooktops.

Lustrolite is not suitable 

behind gas cooktops.
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Installation

Lustrolite installs using double-sided 

tape and neutral cure silicone.

Tape Strips

Adhesive 
Bead

4mm expansion gaps are essential 

around the perimeter of each panel 

and between panels.

Lustrolite can be cut and drilled using 

regular power tools (circular saws, 

jigsaw, battery drill, planers etc.) 

Always clamp the Lustrolite panel 

to a sacrificial support timber board 

before cutting or drilling.

For more information, and to find distributors in your area, please visit lustrolite.com


